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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Seat Height Adjustment: Raise lever (1) to raise or 

lower height of seat.

2. Back Angle Adjustment: Raise lever (2) to set back 
angle, push down to lock into desired position.

3. Seat Angle Adjustment (EP15/25 only): Raise 
lever (3) to set seat angle, push down to lock into 
desired position.

4. Seat Slide: (If applicable) Raise lever (4) to alter seat 
depth by sliding body forward, push down to lock 
into desired position.

5. Back Height Adjustment: In seated position, raise 
backrest (5) manually to desired position. Ratchet 
mechanism will lock into several height positions. 
When ratchet reaches top, it will release back to 
the lowest position.

6. Adjustable Lumbar Support: In seated position, 
raise lumbar panel (6) manually to desired position.

7. Inflatable Lumbar: (If applicable) the hand pump (7) 
at the rear of the seat will inflate the lumbar when 
squeezed. Depressing the valve will deflate the 
lumbar.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
1: Seat Height Adjustment: Raise lever (1) to raise or lower height of seat.

2: Back Angle Adjustment: Raise lever (2) to set back angle, push down to lock into desired position.

3: Seat Angle Adjustment (EP15/25 only): Raise lever (3) to set seat  angle, push down to lock into desired position.

4: Seat Slide: (If applicable) Raise lever (4) to alter seat depth by sliding body forward, push down to lock into desired 
position.

5: Back Height Adjustment: In seated position, raise backrest (5) manually to desired position. Ratchet mechanism will 
lock into several height positions. When ratchet reaches top, it will release back to the lowest position.

6: Adjustable Lumbar Support: In seated position, raise lumbar panel (6) manually to desired position.

Inflatable Lumbar: (EP10/15 If applicable) The hand pump (7) at the rear of the seat will inflate the lumbar when 
squeezed. Depressing the valve will deflate the lumbar.
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EP10/15/20/25
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
A: Locate gas lift into five star base/castors.

B: Locate seat assembly onto gas lift
i.e. top of gas lift into circular hole in centre of under-seat 
mechanism.

C: Locate back assembly into the aperture at the rear of the 
seat and push firmly into place.

Please take care when lifting the chair as it is
heavy when assembled and may need two people.
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